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Abstract – In this paper, we are interested in the
homogenization of energy quantities for electromagnetic
waves in the high frequency limit for Maxwell’s equations
given with the Calderon boundary condition, we consider the
harmonic Maxwell’s system in the half space and we derive
the form of the semi classical measure and the transport
equations. As result, we also show the curved interface case.
Keywords – Electromagnetism, Homogenization of Energy,
H-Measures, Maxwell's System.

I. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we are interested in the homogenization of
energy quantities for electromagnetic waves in the high
frequency limit, and more particularly for Maxwell’s
equations. Our interest is also in dealing with interactions
with various boundary conditions. For this purpose, we
use a scaled variant of H-measures (see L.Tartar or
P.G´erard), known as semi classical measures or Wigner
measures, introduced independently in [15], [25], [24].
One of the most important predictions of Maxwell’s
equations is the existence of electromagnetic waves which
can transport energy. We refer to the papers by L. Tartar,
L. Ryzhik and G.Papanicolaou, for the interest of this tool
towards their applications in Physics. Note that by
construction, Hmeasures (or semi classical measures) can
track the localization and propagation properties for partial
differential equations see [22], [27], [26] and [28].
For this purpose, the Theory of Radiative Transfer was
originally developed to describe how light energy
propagates through a turbulent atmosphere. This theory
can applied to representative problems involving
reflection, transmission, and diffraction in both
homogeneous and inhomogeneous media.
Justification of this theory in high frequency limit, as
well as for other wave's equations, can be found for a
deterministic medium in the works of P.Gerard [11], [13],
and C.Kammerer [16] as well as by P.L.Lions and T.Paul
[18] and L.Miller [19] and G.Papanicolaou [22]. Our
purpose in this paper is to describe this energy propagation
for Maxwell’s system, coupled with various boundary
conditions, and with a typical scale which is played here
by the frequency. We shall consider Maxwell’s system,
with electric permeability  , conductivity  and magnetic
susceptibility , in the half space (x3 ≥ 0) of R3, with the
current variable x = x1,x2,x3. These quantities are 3 × 3
matrix valued functions of x. This system is given by the
following equations:

(1.1)

where t ∈ (0,T), and E ε ,H ε ,D ε ,J ε and B ε are the electric,
magnetic, induced electric, current density and induced
magnetic fields, respectively. Moreover, ρ ε is the charge
density (a function uniformly bounded in L2(R3), and
where F ε, G ε ∈L2(R3)3 are given uniformly bounded in L2.
ε is a small parameter, describing the high frequency scale.
We complete this system by the following constitutive
relations
(1.2)
We shall only be interested in time harmonic solutions
of this system and in the high frequency limit. For that
purpose, we look for solutions in the form

(1.3)

whereω is the given fixed frequency, that we assume
different from zero. Note that we use the same letters on
both sides of the above equations to simplify notations.In
this work, we assume that the matrix , , are 3 × 3
scalar” matrix valued functions given by
(1.4)
and

(1.5)

Where  , ,  , are smooth (scalar) function in C1 ( R )
bounded from below. This usual assumption could be
certainly relaxed, but at the expense of much more
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complex spectral calculus.With the above notations, the
time harmonic form of Maxwell equations at the high

frequency
are then







rotE  i   H  F ,
(1.6)

rotH   i   E   G  ,


Note that we have not written the third and fourth
equations appearing in system (1.1), since in fact we
assume that the right hand sides of (1.6) satisfy the usual
compatibility conditions.
Set
 E1 
  
 E2 



 E   E3 

u   
,
 H  H 

  1
 H 2 
  
 H3 
0 
  Id
Aº  
(1.7)

 0  Id 
and

where the constant antisymmetric matrices Q k ,1 ≤ k ≤ 3
are given by :
(1.9)
Above, the matrix C is given by
  Id 0 
C 

0
 0

(1.10)

 F 
while the right hand side is f     .
G 
 
Assumed uniform boundedness and symmetry of the
permeability and susceptibility tensors show that system
(1.6) is a symmetric hyperbolic system as follows
(1.11)
The problem dealt with in this paper will be a
transmission problem. To simplify the exposition, we will
consider a medium, made of two parts: R3+ ≡{x ∈R3,x 3 ≥0}
will be the exterior medium, while R3− ≡ {x ∈R3,x 3 ≤ 0}
will be the interior one, each characterized by distinct
electromagnetic coefficients. We suppose that our
electromagnetic field is created by an incident wave



ext



( x), ext ( x) belonging to C1 ( R ) and scalar valued
b

3

see [20]


ext ,
 i  ext H ext ,  F  ,
rotE




ext ,
 i ext E ext ,  G  ,
(1.12)
rotH


c
 ext ext ,
  ext H ext , ^ n   2 ,
  E
r

Here E ext , , H ext , are the so called exterior fields,

r  | x |, x  ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) and the third equation is the classical
Silver Muller radiation condition, see for more details [9],
[20], with n+ being the unit outward normal vector to R

3



3

In R  we consider the following interior problem,
which is characterized by the dielectric coefficients
(int ( x), int ( x)) belonging to
see [20]

C1b ( R 3 ) and scalar valued,

 int int,

int,
 F ,
rotE  i   H
(1.13)

rotH int,  i  int E int,  G  .


We impose the following boundary conditions
(Calderon condition)
 Eint ^ n  ( Eext  E inc ) ^ n  0 on x3  0,
(1.14)
 int 
ext
inc

 H ^ n  ( H  H ) ^ n  0 on x3  0.
3

where n– is the unit outward normal vector to R 
E int, , H int, are the interior fields. Note that there is not
condition at infinity in the interior problem, mainly
because we have assumed intuitively a localization near
x3  0.
We will generalize this case, and we study the curved
interface case, where the plane x3  0 is now replaced by
a curved interface, in the spirit of the work of Gerard and
Leichtman [14].
More precisely, we consider Maxwell's system (1.6)
given above the surface given by  : x3   ( x '), where

x '  ( x1 , x2 ),   W ( R 2 , R) is a scalar function. We
consider this system in time harmonic form, in the high
frequency limit, and we consider a perfect boundary
condition of .
For each of the above cases, we shall study propagation
of energy like quantities, using the framework of semi
classical measures. Basic facts about these tools are
recalled in Section II, referring the reader for more details
to [12], [25].

II. PREREQUISITES ON SEMI CLASSICAL
MEASURES

In this section, we recall some properties of semi
classical measures which are useful in the analysis of high
3
In R  we consider the following exterior problem, frequency propagation problems. For more details, we
characterized
by
the
dielectric
coefficients refer to [12], [16], [18], [24], [25].
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Let f : R −→ R be in L ( R ) . Its (unscaled) semi
classical transform is then defined as
(2.1)
Its scalar semi classical transform is w(x,k) = Tr(W(x,k)).
The function f can be scalar (n = 1),or vector-valued
(f∗denotes the transposed conjugated of the vector f). In the
latter case its semi classical transform is an Hermitian n ×
n matrix. We want to consider the semi classical transform
of high frequency waves, i.e. of functions f  ( x) which
are oscillating on a given scale ε, such that ε → 0. Our
exposition follows the ideas of P. Gerard [27], [25].
Therefore, we consider the rescaled semi classical
transform, at the scale ε
(2.2)


Proposition 2.1. Let the family f be uniformly bounded
in L2(Rd)n. Then, upon extracting a subsequence, the semi
classical transform Wεconverges weakly to a distribution
, such that Tr W(x,k) is a nonnegative measure of bounded total mass (in the case n =
d).
Proof: (See pg,30, [3]).
In the following, for simplicity, we consider the scalar
case corresponding to n = 1. Let a(x,k) be a test function in
S(Rd×Rd), where x ∈Rd is the spatial variable, and k ∈Rd is
the momentum, or also the dual variable to x in Fourier
space. Then
<a,Wε>= (aw(x,εD)





f ,f )

where<,>is the duality product between

(2.3)

S ( R d ) and

S ( R d ) (,) is the L2 ( R d ) inner product, and the Weyl

asε → 0, so that the two quantization's are asymptotically
equivalent. With the above notations, one has the
following link between pseudo differential theory and
semi classical transforms
(2.12)
(where we have also included the vectorial case).We shall
also need the following results, from pseudo differential
calculus (adapted at the scale ε).

III. THE MAIN RESULTS
In this Section, we consider the above cases of
Maxwell’s equations, with Calderon boundary condition,
and in particular, we prove therein the following results.

3.1. Calderon Boundary Condition Case
Theorem 3.1. With Calderon boundary condition, the
 ext ( x, k ),
associated
semi
classical
measure
corresponding to the exterior part, is supported on the set
U  {( x, k ), ext  }  {( x, k ), ext  }
(3.1)

Furthermore, it has the form
{ ext ( x, k )  ext ,1 ( x, k )bext ,1 ( x, k )  bext ,1* ( x, k )
 ext ,2 ( x, k )bext ,2 ( x, k )  bext ,2* ( x, k )

  ext ,1 ( x, k )bext ,1 ( x, k )  bext ,1* ( x, k )
 ext ,2 ( x, k )bext ,2 ( x, k )  bext ,2* ( x, k )

where 

ext ,1


,

ext ,2


(3.2)

are two scalar positive measures

supported on the set {( x, k ), ext  }, also ext ,1 , ext ,2 ,
are two scalar positive measures supported on the set
{( x, k ), ext  }. bext ,1 , bext ,2 (resp. bext ,1 , bext ,2 )
are two
eigenvectors of the exterior dispersion matrix.
3

Lext ( x, k ) ( Aext ,0 ) 1 k j A j ,

operator aw(x,εD) is defined by

j 1

(2.4)
Here ˆa is the Fourier transform of a(x,k) in the variable
k only,
(2.5)
and this operator is bounded on L2(Rd), uniformly in ε,
||aw(x,εD)||L2(Rd)→ L2(Rd)≤ c(a) .
(2.6)
We also introduce the pseudo differential operator at the
scale ε, a(x,εD) by
(2.7)
Again, one can show that the operators a(x,εD) are
uniformly bounded on L2(Rd); there exists a constant
c(a)>0 independent of ε ∈ (0,1) (but depending on the
function a) so that
||a(x,εD)||L2 (Rd)→L2 (Rd)≤ c(a)
(2.8)
and furthermore, it satisfies for any s >0
εs||a(x,εD)|| H–s(Rd)→L2 (Rd)≤ cs(a)
(2.9)
and

corresponding to the eigenvalue ext (resp.ext ).
The scalar transport equation, for the first scalar positive
measure ext ,1 is given by
 k ext   x  ext ,1   x ext   k  ext ,1 

 ext kˆ3 vext,,1 k k


(3.3)
 vext,,1 k k ext ,   x3 0
3
3

are scalar positive measures associated
3

Above vext,,1 , vext,,1

ext ,
3

with the semi classical measure v ext corresponding to the
u ext , , ( x '0). The
boundary
term
wave
vector
k ext , (k ')  (k ', k3ext , ) is defined by

k3ext ,  ( x ', 0)  
and  ext ( x) 

2
 ( x ', 0)
ext

1

2

 k '2

is the propagation speed for
 ( x) ext ( x)
the exterior problem. Similar results hold true for the other
scalar positive measures.
For the interior problem ( x3  0), we have the same
s
results as above but we change every index "ext" into
εs||a(x,εD)||L2 (Rd)→H (Rd)≤ cs(a) .
(2.10)
The important point is that
"int".
||a(x,εD)−aw(x,εD)||L2 (Rd)→L2 (Rd)→0
(2.11)
Finally, setting
Copyright © 2016 IJISM, All right reserved
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ext ,1 ext ,1
v ext ~ vext,1bext ,1 (k ext ,  )  bext ,1* (k ext ,  )  v
(k ext , )
 b
ext ,1 ext ,1
bext ,1* (k ext , )  v
(k ext , )  bext ,1* (k ext , ) 
b

vext,1bext ,1 (k ext , )  bext ,1* (k ext , )

For the interior problem (1.13), (given in R3−), we have
the following eikonal equation
(3.11)

we have the following relation
v int  Mv ext

Proof Theorem 3.1.
In this case, for the exterior problem (1.12) (given in
extending by zero in the full space R3, we have the
following eikonal equation for the exterior problem
R3+),

where the matrix Aint,0(x) is given by
(3.12)
Where  , are smooth functions in C1(R3), and the
matrices A j are given by (1.8) and the matrix Cintis given
by
int

(3.4)
Note that, on the contrary of the perfect conductor case,
we have not at this level taken into account Calderon
transmission condition. We have also included in the
exterior field theincident one, using the same notations.
Above the matrix Aext,0(x) is given by

int

(3.13)
with σinta smooth function in C1(R3).
In this case, the interior dispersion matrix is given by

(3.5)

(3.14)

Where
, are smooth functions in C1(R3), and
the matrices A j are given by (1.8), and the matrix Cextis
given by

has three eigenvalues with constant multiplicity two. They
are

(3.6)
withσexta smooth function in C1(R3), and u int, , ( x ', 0) is
the boundary term for the interior problem (i.e. x3 ≤ 0). In
this case, we obtain that the dispersion matrix for the
exterior problem is given by
(3.7)
where  ext ( x) 

where  int ( x) 

1

is the propagation speed of
 ( x) int ( x)
the interior problem.
Again, it follows that the associated semi classical
measure  int ( x, k ) has the form
int

(3.15)

1

in the porpagation speed
ext ( x) ext ( x)
for the exterior problem. As in the perfect conductor case,
it follows that the associated semi classical measure
 ext ( x, k ) has the form

where μint,+1,μint,+2 are two scalar positive measures
supported on the set, and μint,−1 ,μint,−2, are two scalar
positive measures supported on the set {( x, k ), int  }.

(3.8)

matrix Lint ( x, k ) given by (3.14), corresponding to the

where

 ext ,1 ,  ext ,2

are two scalar positive measures

supported on the set {( x, k ), ext   and  ext ,1 ,  ext ,2 , are
two scalar positive measures supported on the set
{( x, k ), ext  }. bext ,1 , bext ,2 (resp.bext ,1 , bext ,2 ) are the two
eigenvectors of the matrix Lext ( x, k ) where vext,1 , vext,1 are
scalar measures corresponding to the boundary term
u ext , ( x '0), and the wave vector k ext , (k ')  (k ', k3ext , ) is
defined by

In fact, as in the previous sub-section, these (measures)
coefficients come the following decomposition of the
boundary semi classical measure (seeing only the first part
of the set U)

bint,1 , bint,2 (resp.bint,1 , bint,2 ) are the two eigenvectors of the

eigenvalue int (resp. int ).
The semi classical measure  int is supported on the set
(3.16)
As an example, the transport equation for the first scalar
measure is then
 k int   x1int   x int   k1int 

 int kˆ3 int,1
  k k

int,1

(3.17)
int,    
k3  k3int,  x3  0
3
3

Where vint,1, vint,1
are scalar measures associated with the


semi classical measure corresponding to the boundary
term u int, , ( x '0), and the wave vector k int, (k ')  (k ', k3int, )
is defined by

Let us end by making some remarks about the scalar
measures appearing the right hand sides of each transport
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equation, in the exterior as well as in the interior case. Due
to the Calderon transmission condition, it follows that one
has the following, on the boundary x0 = 0

corresponding to exterior and interior problems given
with Calderon boundary condition , and we had given the
relationship between the two measures.
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It follows that (M2= M)
vint  Mv ext
For instance, to get the scalar measure vint,1 , it is enough
to take the trace of the above relation with
d int,1 (k int, )  d int,1* (k int,  ) (where we use left eigenvectors)
and we get in this way
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